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My Clutter Story
There came a point in time where our house was being overtaken… overtaken by
things. Overtaken by things we didn’t use, things we didn’t need, and things that were
collecting dust.
The house was never clean. I tried and tried but a clean home seemed impossible. In all
reality, it was impossible. We had so much stuff squeezed into our home that I could
dust and vacuum my little heart out and our house would never look clean.
I could only walk to the washer and dryer if I followed this one, tiny path through the
basement. We couldn’t sit down and eat at our dining room table. My newborn baby
couldn’t use the closet in her bedroom as her own. The list goes on and on.
My husband was a borderline hoarder and I was a procrastinator. I procrastinated the
laundry, opening the mail, and pretty much every chore in the house.
It was overwhelming… very overwhelming. So overwhelming, that I didn’t even know
where to start. I just stared at the clutter in the basement and got mad at it. I grumbled
under my breath every time I had to walk through the clutter to do the laundry. I was
embarrassed to have people in our house because there was no shutting the door on
the mess in the dining room.
Thankfully, I can say that this is no longer the case. I had enough and I began to
declutter, purge, minimize… whatever you want to call it… I did it. I got so fed up with
the mess and started ruthlessly going through the house like a crazy lady. I went
through the whole house and got rid of all of the things that were not important to me.
Come to find out, that applied to a lot of things. Because really… that is all they are…
just things.
I can walk to the laundry and not have to climb over hills of clutter, we can sit at the
dining room table any time we like, and my daughter’s closet is completely hers.
I now have a clutter free house (well almost… no one’s perfect) and new habits to help
me keep the clutter out.
I want you to have this too.

Clearing your home of clutter, organizing your home, and learning new habits to keep
the clutter out… all of these things take time and effort. It will not happen overnight. You
have to get started and keep going. You have to read this book from cover to cover.
You have to purge and declutter, then do it again.
Maybe that sounds crazy or maybe that sounds overwhelming, but isn’t the clutter crazy
and overwhelming? Why are you holding on to it?! Just get rid of it!
I’ll take you through each step of the process and before you know it, you will feel free in
your own home. You won’t feel guilt and stress when looking at objects in your home,
only joy.

Why You Should Declutter
Clutter has a lot of negative side effects that you may not be aware of. Here are just a
few ways that clutter can negatively impact you:
● Causes stress to you and your loved ones
● Can isolate you
● Decreases productivity
● Encourages bad spending habits

Benefits to Decluttering
Lessens Stress
Looking around at a messy home can cause stress. Decluttering will lower your stress
level. While it may seem stressful in the heat of a declutter, your overall stress,
long-term, will be lower.
A clutter free home is often tidy and easier to keep clean. More white space and a tidier
home will have a positive impact on your mental health and on those who live with you.
Allows You to Be More Hospitable
It is a blessing to be able to open your home to others. This is easier to do when you
are not stressing about everyone seeing your messy house. You will be much more
comfortable with inviting others into your home after you have cleared out some clutter.
Plus, it’s easy to do a quick tidy up before guest arrive, you won’t have to spend a whole
day cleaning and preparing for your guest.

Increases Productivity
Once you see the results of your clutter-free home you won’t want to let it get back to
the way it was. You’ll take more pride in your home and enjoy keeping it maintained.
You won’t have the stress of the mess weighing down on you. This will increase your
productivity.
Helps You Save Money
Once you begin to declutter you will start noticing what you have been wasting money
on. You may even start noticing patterns of things you buy that you don’t end up using.
You’ll keep the things you love and that serve you a purpose.
This will open your eyes to what your style is and what is really important to you. You
will gradually start becoming more aware of your purchases and will start buying less.

Obstacles You Are Letting Stand In Your Way
Before you get started you need to make sure you have the right mindset about material
things. You are only going to be keeping things in your home, that you use, that serve a
purpose, and that bring you joy. Do not keep things because you feel like you have to,
because you feel guilty about getting rid of them, or because you “might” use it one day.
You don’t have to keep anything. I’m not trying to turn you into a minimalist. I do not
consider myself a minimalist, we have too many hobbies for that to be possible.
However, when it comes down to it, you only need food, water, minimal clothing, and
shelter. Everything else is just a bonus. Keep this in mind when you are struggling with
whether or not to keep or get rid of something.
Let’s address the 6 main things that you think are standing in your way.

Time
The biggest reason why decluttering is so hard is because you don't feel like you have
time. Time is hard to come by. This life is busy and society puts pressure on us to be
busy. It’s like if you aren’t on the go all of the time, then you are doing something wrong.
I get it. Time is hard to come by, but it’s also an excuse. You make time for what is
important. Really want to declutter? Then make time.

Declutter in Sections
Okay, so, I realize that is probably not what you wanted to hear. Just remember it's a
process. Give yourself a break and don't expect to get it all done at once. The best way
to make time is by chunking up your house into a bunch of small sections. Don't think
about decluttering your bedroom. Think about decluttering your closet. If you have a big
closet then think about decluttering one rack or one shelf.
Declutter As You Go
It also helps to do things as you go. Need to declutter your makeup bag? Take 5
minutes and go through it when you finish up your makeup. Go through extra products
in the bathroom on your bathroom cleaning day. Clean out the refrigerator while you
wait for the water to boil.
Get A Baby Sitter
Another way to make time is to have grandma watch the kids for a day while you tackle
as much clutter as you can. Do this a couple of times and your house will be in tip-top
shape in no time.

Feeling Overwhelmed
This goes hand in hand with not feeling like you have enough time. You stare at the
piles of junk and the overstuffed closets and you don’t know where to start. You ask
yourself how things got like this and you feel it’s gone too far to ever go back. NOT
TRUE!
It will take you less time to declutter your whole house than it took you to get into this
mess. You can continue to let it get worse and worse, or you can stop the madness!
Add Some Fun And Ask For Help
You can lessen the overwhelm by adding some fun and asking for help. Add fun by
turning on your favorite tunes or even your favorite television show. Also, try setting a
timer to see how much you can get done in a set amount of time.

Asking for help was one of the best things that I did. I got a ton of help with our
basement when it was in really bad shape. My in-laws helped us carry some of the
heavy stuff out. Then, in one afternoon, I was able to get the whole place in order with
some help from my mom.

Feeling Guilty
Decluttering is so hard because you will feel guilty about getting rid of stuff… at first. I
know you are holding onto things that you don’t use and that serve no purpose in your
home, because of guilt. You feel guilty because someone gave it to you and feel like
you have to keep it.
It sits in a cabinet and you have never used it, but you won’t get rid of it. Or perhaps you
feel guilty because you spent a lot of money on something like a shirt… that you never
wear. You tell yourself, “That’s a really nice shirt, that I spent a lot of money on, I should
really wear it.”
Yet, it still sits in your closet… unworn; because let’s be honest, it’s not really your style
and it was an impulse buy.
Despite all of this guilt you are feeling, you really just need to let it go.
Give It purpose By Giving It Away
Somehow the guilt goes away with the object. That gift that you aren’t using… it can be
given to someone who will use it. It is going to waste sitting in your cabinet. The person
who gave it to you, probably wanted you to love it, but they love you more and don’t
want you hanging onto guilt about an object that is no use to you.
That money you wasted on that fancy shirt you don’t wear… it’s already wasted. You
bought the shirt, the deal is done, the money is already spent. Every time you see it in
your closet and decide not to wear it, you feel guilty. Just let it go. You might even be
able to sell it and get some of your money back. Or give it away for free to someone
who really needs it. The guilt will go away with the shirt.

What If I Need This One Day?
Decluttering is so hard because you don't want to get rid of something and end up
needing it later. Be completely honest with yourself; will you ever actually use it? Have
you ever used it? What is the worst thing that could happen if you end up needing it and
you have gotten rid of it?
You might have to buy it again. There is absolutely nothing wrong with having to borrow
it from someone.
However, this rarely, if ever, happens. It has happened to me with one item. Other than
that, I have never missed a single thing I have gotten rid of.

Significant Other Is Not Unboard
Decluttering is so hard because everyone in the house is not on board. This can happen
and this is okay. First of all, it’s okay if your “person” doesn’t want to get rid of their
things while you are ready to throw all of yours out the window. I’m guessing it’s taken
you some time to come to the conclusion that decluttering is what you need. Give your
spouse, or whoever, some time and they may come to this conclusion too.
You can declutter plenty of things without even touching items that belong to your
spouse. They will see the benefits, enjoy the cleaner house, and begin to feel more
comfortable with letting go of some of their things.
If you want to declutter their belongings or things that you share, include them in the
process and ask for their input.
Quick Tips For Helping Your Spouse Declutter
● Start with clothing, this seems to be the easiest for people to get rid of
● Suggest items you would like to get rid of and tell them why
● If they aren’t ready to part with something, then don’t force it
● Place items in storage as a trial run
●
There will be items that you want to get rid of, that they don’t want to part with, just
remember that everyone has a different perspective and what you think of an item may
be different than what they think of it. This is okay! Some things you just have to be
okay with keeping.

Decluttering Sentimental Items
Decluttering is so hard because we tend to get attached to material objects. Even if we
don't use them and they sit in a box in the basement. Just remember that the memories
you already have are better than any object you can keep.
If you must keep things. Try to keep it to one memory box per person.
Quick Tips For Dealing With Sentimental Items
● Remember items are meant to be enjoyed not kept in storage
● Give away sentimental items to another family member that will use it and not
just store it
● Honor the items by bringing them out of storage and using them in your home
● Be creative and repurpose items that mean something to you

● Memories are meant to be shared not hidden
● If your only option is to keep it in storage then consider getting rid of it
Absolute Minimalism Doesn't Need To Be The Goal
Remember that you don’t need to be the epitome of a minimalist. You are getting rid of
the unimportant things, to make room and time for what really matters.

Some Cold Hard Truths
Ask yourself, where are you laying your treasures? Are you laying up treasures here on
earth? Are you taking pride in your worldly possessions and letting them determine your
happiness?
I know most of us would like to answer “no,” to these questions, but the truth is that
most of us naturally let our worldly possession determine our happiness. We compare
our homes, cars, and other belongings to those around us and often find ourselves
wanting more.
The truth is, you can’t take these things with you when you leave this World. What you
can take with you are the things that you do for the Lord, so lay up your treasures in
Heaven.
Be a Proverbs 31 Woman. Take care of your home, tell people about Jesus, and love
people not things.
Plus, someone, at some point, will have to deal with every single one of your
possessions… just think about that for a minute.

Make A Plan For Problem Areas
I want you to do some reflecting and try to have a plan for problem areas/items that
might get in your way of being successful. Take some time to think about and answer
these questions.

Evaluate Potential Problem
Areas
Write down or think about your ideas for each space in your home.
Room:_____________________

What is the purpose of this room? What do I use this space for? What do I want to use
this space for? How can I get the most out of this space?

What is a hindrance in this space?

What is my solution? What do I need to remove from this space? Where will I put the
removed items?

Get Prepared
First of all, you may need some support. Join my Facebook Group so that you can have
my personal support and the support of many others who have gone through this
process. Post in the group that you have started decluttering with this guide and we will
be there to check in on your progress and encourage you along the way.
Remember, this is not the time to organize. This is the time to get rid of your things. You
don’t need to buy anything to help you organize. Declutter first, organize later.
Consider selling some of your things, but don’t get hung up on this. Selling items can
take a lot of time and effort. While I would love for you to earn some of your money back
this can be a distraction. Often times an item will not get bought and will continue to
clutter up your home.
Have a place in your home where you are going to keep the donation pile. Have plenty
of trash bags and/or baskets to put everything in.
What Should I Do With The Items I’m Getting Rid Of?
● Donate them to Veterans of America
● Take them to Goodwill, Salvation Army, or another thrift store
● Give them to a friend or family member who will use it
● Sell upscale items on Poshmark or Facebook Marketplace
● Throw away unusable/broken items
Plan regular trips to a donation center, so that your pile doesn’t get too large. You can
also schedule for a pick up with the Veterans of America. You schedule a date, and
leave your things outside, in labeled bags. They come by and pick them up.
Do NOT keep things that are broken or damaged. You may have the good intention of
fixing it, but if it has been sitting around and you still haven’t fixed it… it’s time to let go.
Be ruthless. This is a process. A process that you will need to go through multiple times.
Be completely honest with yourself and get rid of things the first time around. This will
save you time and stress in the long run.
Do this at your own pace, but keep at it. Once you get started you’ll probably find that
you want to keep going, so keep going! There really is no secret to “finding the
motivation” to do this. You just have to do it. You’ll be better off for it.

When you are in the thick of it, it can seem overwhelming and like it may never end. It
will end, it does get better, and the results are totally worth it.
Later on, I will talk about how to keep the clutter away. Between now and then I am
going to go through every section of your home and give you a step by step process
and checklist for each section. Stick to these guidelines and you will be clutter free in no
time.

Let’s Get Started
Let’s get into your home and declutter like crazy. Be purposeful, be ruthless, and get the
job done! No more clutter, no more stress.
A happy home full of only the things you love. A home that will be way easier to keep
clean because you can spend your time cleaning instead of picking up.

Clothing Declutter
Start with your clothes then do everyone else’s in the household.
Take all of your clothes out of your closet.
Go through each clothing item, one piece at a time.
Decide to love it or leave it.
Make this decision quick
Try things on if you have to
Keep what you love to wear
Get rid of things you haven’t worn in 6 months or more
Get rid of things that don’t fit
Get rid of things that are torn or stained
Don’t keep things out of guilt
Don’t keep things hoping to fit into them again one day
Put the “love it” items back in the closet.
Put the “leave it” items in bags to be donated.

Put items that are no longer wearable in the trash.
**Repeat with all dressers etc.
You may store seasonal items, maternity clothes, hand me downs for future children
and the like.
Try your best to keep all of your own clothing to your bedroom, all of your kid's clothes
to their bedroom etc. Keep closets in other rooms open for the items that go with that
designated room.
Your closet should now consist of clothes that you actually wear and love to wear.

Kitchen Declutter
Go through each cabinet/drawer one at a time or do everything all at once. Do what
works best for your schedule.
Have boxes ready for donation items.
Have trash bags ready for old and broken items.
Take everything out and go through each item, one at a time.
Decide to love it or leave it.
Keep items you use all the time
Donate things you never use
Throw out things that are broken or that need replacing
Donate things you have duplicates of (unless you use all the duplicates regularly)
Keep special occasion items only if you actually use them on those special occasions
Put back the “love it items.”
Donate or trash the “leave it” items.
Go through the pantry, refrigerator, and freezer and get rid of all the old food and food
you are not using.
Store the seasonal items in the back, in tall spaces, or in storage.

Things would start to get really boring if I went through each section of the house in this
manner. I think you get the point by now. Let’s touch base about a few other areas of
the home and then I’ll leave you with some final checklist.

Decor/Knick-Knacks Declutter
Only have items out in your home that bring you joy.
We don’t need to buy the next greatest thing if we don’t have space in our homes.
Really do we need more things to dust?
Start by walking through each room in your house and really assessing each item that is
sitting out. Does it serve a purpose? If so keep it.
If not… why do you have it? If it’s a beautiful piece that makes your house feel more like
home then keep it.
If you are keeping it out of some obligation then it is okay to let it go. Give it to someone
who will love it. Donate it and someone will pick it up and make it their own. Don’t keep
things because you feel like you have to.

Toy Declutter
This process is just like every other one.
Don’t convince yourself that your kids need these toys. Don’t worry about them being
sad or having nothing to play with.
Think about how often you are picking up toys. Think about how often they are not
playing with all of those toys.
Your kids won’t miss them. It’s actually better for them to have fewer toys. They will
have more intentional play with fewer toys. When they have a lot of toys they just kind of
throw things about.
It might be easier to do this one without the kids around.
***Use the checklist at the end of this book to help you continue to declutter your whole
house

Keeping The Clutter Away
Once you declutter your whole house you are going to want to keep some practices in
place to keep your house from getting cluttered again. It’s all about putting simple
systems in place and building habits that will make your life easier.
Everything Has A Place
I’m sure you’ve heard “everything has a place and everything in its place.” Stick to this!
Once you use an item you need to make it a habit to put it back where it goes.
When you notice something hasn’t been put back, grab it and put it back, don’t put it off.
The more you let things slide, the more clutter will start to form.
Find problem areas in your home and come up with a solution. One of the biggest
problem areas seems to be the kitchen. It starts to become the drop zone for everything
coming into the house.
Have a designated place for everything that comes in. Have a spot for keys,
sunglasses, your purse, mail, anything and everything that comes in the house.
Deal with these items right away! Put keys in their place right as you come in the door.
Not on the kitchen table first, so that you can put them away later.
Open the mail as you bring it into the house and deal with it! Paper clutter can easily
pile up… don’t let it.
Most mail is trash so go through it and throw it away. Have a place to put the bills and
other things that need to be dealt with. This place should be in the area where your mail
clutter normally collects. It could be a cute basket or I use a folder system that hangs on
our kitchen wall.
If you are finding that you don’t have a place to put everything then you probably still
have too much stuff. Consider going through the decluttering process again.
Cleaning Routine
It will now be easier to keep the house clean so implement a cleaning routine. Read my
free book on how and why to start a cleaning routine. This will help you build a cleaning
routine that is simple and works for you.

Be Aware of What Is Brought Into The House
Lastly, really watch what you bring into the house. Shop less and don’t buy on impulse.
After decluttering your whole house you will have learned more about your style and
more about what you have a habit of wasting money on. Be conscious of these things.
Before you are about to make a purchase ask yourself these 3 questions.
● Do I really need this?
● Why am I buying this?
● Where am I going to put this?
If you can’t come up with a legitimate answer for all of those questions, then you don’t
need to be buying that new item.
I hope you are now living in a space that you love. A space that is clutter free and easier
to keep clean. You should be feeling more peace and relaxation in your new space.
Remember to be happy with what you have. Take care of the space that you are in
and make it a space you love.
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